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GTA Debuts ‘We Start With You’ Short Film
 Tamuning, Guam, Monday, February 14, 2022- Today marks an exciting day for GTA, as we

premiered the ‘We Start with You’ short film inspired by our brand promise during the Super

Bowl. The GTA brand is deeply rooted and defined by our culture and rich history in Guam

spanning over 70 years. We have been there for life’s special moments, connecting families and

our island life.

 

Nathan Denight, Vice President of Marketing, says, “We wanted to share what our brand

promise “We start with you” means. At GTA, we start with our customers and the film draws

from families whose stories go hand in hand with our mission to inspire the community in

everything we do.”

 

The two-minute film features:

-A GTA technician, working hard to provide reliable connectivity to our community. His work is

at the heart of everything we do.

-Patricia Guerrero and Cecilia Yanger, 85-year old twin sisters and mothers to GTA employees.

-Patrick Palomo, a world-class local musician and music teacher at Mt Carmel Catholic School.

-Noa Mendiola, a rising young local surfer.

-A grandfather and grandson playing chongka’

-And so much more...

 

Brian Muna, local filmmaker and our GTA Creative Director in collaboration with Mighty

Island created our 'We Start with You' short film, which debuted on Super Bowl Monday.

 

To view the full version of the film, visit HERE.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oNQnWU-McqY
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ABOUT GTA

GTA provides complete communications services in Guam. These include local and long-distance telephone

service, 3G and LTE mobility service, High Speed Internet Access, Dedicated Ethernet, Carrier-Class High Capacity

Services over SONET and SDH networks, and advanced television, or IPTV. GTA operates a data center on Guam

offering a secure, managed environment for customers who need an alternative site for business data storage.

The company also runs Guam’s first locally owned Cable Landing Station completed in 2017 and the Gateway

Network Connection in Piti. 

Based in Tamuning, Guam, GTA is a U.S. and locally owned company and locally managed. The company’s website

is www.gta.net.
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